LUXXU MODERN LAMPS PRESENTS ITS
TIMELESS COLLECTION AT MAISON ET OBJET
With a high prestige and a revivalist attitude LUXXU Modern Lamps is proud to be back in Paris for
yet another edition of the world’s most prestigious tradeshow. The increasingly bolder designs,
always combined with the finest craftsmen technics, are an endless promise of elegance and
distinctiveness that shapes LUXXU’s future.
From the 19th to the 23rd of January Maison et Objet will be the main stage and the lighting brand
will be there to present its sumptuous art collection. Created with the most prestigious materials,
such as 24K gold plated brass, crystal glass and Swarovski crystals LUXXU’s daring lighting
designs come to life, inspiring all the interior design lovers!

DISCOVER LUXXU MODERN LAMPS AT HALL 8 STAND: B103
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GALA – CHANDELIER
Combining the best of the modern and old
worlds the exquisite Gala Chandelier
arrives as a revival from the palatial
apogee. A daring, yet timeless design,
created to be the star of any ambiance it’s
part of.
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HARPIA – SUSPENSION
Delivering experiences with its design,
Harpia Suspension arrives as an
eye-catching brass and crystal glass light
fixture. Ideal for hospitality projects, this
unique masterpiece enables the creation
of harmonious lighting installations, standing alone or in a composition.
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MCQUEEN – COLLECTION
A collection full of character and drama.
The McQueen Collection presents itself as
an homage to the late fashion designer
Alexander McQueen. Forging its identity
with lush materials this savage beauty
combines the best materials, including
amber Swarovski crystals with the best
handcraft techniques. A design that dares
to be more than a luxury item!
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EXPLOSION – SUSPENSION
Pursuing the passion for luxury and
design, LUXXU created this bold and
unique suspension lamp. A strong attention to mighty detail is reflected in the
numerous brass and crystal arms which
orbit around a center sphere. As the rest of
the collection, this daring lamp is available
in several finishes and adapts itself to any
ambiance!

ABOUT US
LUXXU is the reference brand not only in Luxury Lighting Design, but also in Quality and
Innovation Furniture Design. LUXXU’s world is all about exclusivity and dedication,
gathering the classic and modern design expressed in our high-quality materials.
A design not only to enjoy but also to live for!
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